The delightful "Miss A&T" (third from left) sits on the lawn near Murphy Dining Hall on a sunny day with her homecoming attendants. Her attendants are (from left to right) Antoinette Beale, Betty Colson, and Patterson "Tom" Thompson. "Miss A&T" will be crowned tonight during the coronation ceremonies.

Miss A&T Excited Over Coronation

By Diane Bell

An added feature to the week of Homecoming activities will be the coronation of Lillian Campbell, senior English major, and the selection of the Miss A&T Centerpiece. Lillian said, "I am very much excited about being coronated Miss A&T. It is one of those lifetime dreams come true. Then to be queen of the Aggie family makes it much more wonderful.

Because the coronation will consist of the usual white gown, white gloves and tall, I was eager to get a black dress for the coronation. It is quite an event. Everyone is urged to be present and to use their imagination in keeping with African attire."

Lillian replied, "I am very much impressed by the preparations that will be made to obtain the appropriate attire for the coronation. It shows me that, as a whole, we are still proud of our heritage. I think it will be lovely once together since it seems that we are taught that everything from Africa is ugly and we pattern ourselves with whites. It is quite thrilling to be different."

Lillian added that the usual gown, attire and the school's colors. I said, "Lillian what will you do as far as school colors are concerned?"

Lillian replied, "I am trying to select an attire that will adhere to our school colors in that I will be wearing blue and gold," answered Lillian. "But Lillian, will everyone be required to wear African attire?"

"No, do not stay away because you are not as much African," commented Lillian. "I wish that everyone could come," commented Lillian. "The coronation promises to be quite an event. Everyone is urged to attend the coronation for a few hours. It should be very nostalgic."

11 Grad Students Serving As Graduate Assistants

By Brenda Thornhill

Currently, eleven graduate students are serving as graduate assistants at the University.

"The graduate assistantship program is conducted throughout the year. It is an effort to help students secure the education which they desire," commented Dr. Darwin Turner, dean of the Graduate School.

To qualify for such a program, one should have completed undergraduate work in an accredited institution and have a better than average record in his undergraduate major. After the individual applies for an assistantship, the program's general practice is to select the best qualified in addition to adhering to limited funds and to qualify for a stipend.

Turner asserted that there is a fixed amount of money set aside for the graduate assistantship program and a specific stipend is offered to the students who are selected. For the 1969-1970 school year, the stipend is $1800.

"Technically, anyone is eligible to apply if the graduate program offers an area in which the student is interested. However, there is a preference made to those applicants who have completed the teacher education program," Dr. Turner replied.

The following students along with their respective stipends, undergraduate schools and field of study are Lucy R. Belden, psychology; Kathleen A. Devine, sociology; Marsha L. Dunham, sociology; and Mallory Bennett, biology, food and nutrition. Olle J. McWhorter, Bennett College, English, and Larrin Holloway, A. T. & T. history.

Miss A&T Excited Over Coronation

More Than 20,000 Persons Expected For Homecoming

More than 20,000 persons are expected to take part in the annual Homecoming Weekend at A&T October 16-19.

"We have every indication that the forthcoming Homecoming celebration will be one of the finest ever staged at the university," said J. Neil Armstrong, chairman of the committee. "We have spent no details in making preparations for our returning alumni and friends."

The highlight of the celebration, of course, will be the annual CIAA football game between the Aggies and visiting Maryland State. The two gridiron powers will meet in Greensboro Municipal Stadium on Saturday, October 18 at 1:30 p.m. A&T.

The Homecoming Parade, expected to contain more than 150 entries, will be held Saturday beginning at 11 a.m. The A & T Band will also present a pre-game show at the stadium at 12:15 p.m.

The activities will get underway on the campus Thursday at 8 p.m. with the coronation of the "Miss A & T" for 1969-70. Miss Lillian Campbell of Charlotte, is the new Miss A & T. She and her court will reign during the entire week.

"The theme of the coronation will be "A Serenade to a Soul Sister."

The court of the coronation will also be special guests at an "Afican Feast" to be held Thursday, from 4-6 p.m. in one of the dining halls.

Special events planned for the visiting alumni include the annual Al-Alumni banquet Friday, Oct. 18 at 6:30 a.m. in the Ballroom of the States-Linton Hotel.

Dr. Lewis C. Dowdy, president, will preside over the Executive Committee of the Student Assembly at the coronation launch at 11 a.m. in the Red Carpet Room.

The Homecoming Weekend will be concluded by the Alumnus Worship Service at 11 a.m. Sunday in Harmon Auditorium.

Student Legislature Fills Key Positions

By Cohen N. Greene

The first official meeting of the 1969-70 Student Legislature convened Monday in Memorial Union Ballroom. Nelson Johnson, Student Government Association president, and the House for the Legislature, presided over the joint meeting of the student body and the legislature.

The offices of key positions of the Legislature were filled. Those elected to these offices included James Parks, Speaker Pro-Tem; William Hill, Alton Anderson, Sergeant at Arms; Richard Powell, Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee; Shirley Stevens, Chairman of the Executive Committee; and Sharon Whitten, chairman of the Legislative Committee.

The Legislature also ratified the appointment of Leonard Forde as the Attorney General, Vincent McCullough, S. G. A. Sargent at Arms, appointed Forbes to this position. His appointment was unanimously approved by the body.

McCullough reported a report from S. G. A.'s office to the Legislature. McCullough summarized the work of the office from June 1969 to the present time. McCullough, who was the Executive Officer of S. G. A., continued to recommend to the legislature that those student organizations participating in the coronation, Homecoming and Student Loan Fund can pick approximately $20 below the national average student activity fee for student loan fee in the country. A committee of the Student Government Association will ask the members of the Board of Trustees, if they meet October 29 to increase student activity fees by $6.50 per semester.

In the financial report it was also stated that money to operate the coronation was not allocated in either S. G. A. budget or the joint committee's budget. It would be effective during the spring semester. The members were administered an unison to the members of the Student Government Association of the House of the Student Government. Nelson Johnson, administering the oath, said "It is the duty of all of the members of the Student Government to assist." The members were allowed only to comment on the financial report of the Legislature. Those who have the first meeting, according to Johnson, have used their first unison to the Student Government. Legislature will meet the second and fourth Wednesday of each month.

Joint Program Conduction Inst. In November

By Janet Wilson

The Joint Co-operative Program for Social Service Work between the Department of Sociology and Social Service at A & T and the School of Social Work at the University of Wisconsin in Madison, will conduct a Fall Institute November 4-6. The program will be conducted on the campus.

The joint program, which will be referred to as the "Joint Program Conducting Inst. in November," will be held beginning at 11 a.m. November 5. It will be held from 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 P.M. November 6. Highlighting the institute will be a panel discussion on Wednesday, November 5.

"I thought it would be interesting to have a group of select second-year graduate students participate in a panel discussion focusing on effectively preparing and conducting field work," said Dr. Turner, chairman of the Department of Sociology and Social Work.

Those invited by the department to return home and participate on the panel are Mrs. Victoria Castile, School of Social Work; Rutgers University, Miss Nita Carter, School of Social Work; Washington University, Miss Mary Johnson, School of Social Work; University of Wisconsin in Madison; Mr. James Beck, School of Social Work; University of West Virginia, All members of the class of 1968.
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Black Press Aims At Communication

By Ronald Topping

The Black Student Press, an organization of black students in the District of Columbia with a district and national membership, is attempting to establish a strong communications network to provide information, news articles, and events of interest to black students and universities as possible.

The establishment of a National Black Student Press which provides a mechanism for confronting the realities of a FTA atop the aspirations of black students is our view the need is defined and creates news, because too often the white press is not sensitive to black patterns, and determines priorities, for the black world for a white reference. These white publishers have no pretense to speak of black problems, but are, in fact, the red carpet dining room.

The future of the establishment as a viable program which will facilitate the organization working out of the period of four years, $50,000 to $25.00; school newspaper, $50.00

Corbett Tells FAAC Of Unrestricted Funds Need

By Cahan N. Green

The Future Alumni Activities Committee (FAAC) held its organizational meeting Tuesday night at 8:00 P.M. in the Student Union, where a number of members were present. Among the topics discussed was the establishment of a Fulbright Fund, $50,000.

The members of FAAC, a student organization, will be unrestricted funds," stated the Executive Secretary to the Presidents (AOOP), listened to Robinson, A&T, social science; Curtis E.

James T. Corbett further stated that the major objective of the FAAC is to "to do anything and everything to promote the black power movement," adding that it is most strongly needed; the University needs, 

By Vernice Wright

"The embattled ROTC is losing strength on A & T's campus," said a survey of students and faculty assistant professor of Military Science. Richly Morris, Public Information Director, extended greetings to FAAC and pledged his support for the organization. He stated that the Alumni Association has offered to raise $5,000 this year and that all the funds raised will go to the student body should do whatever

The Black Man's Truth

By Marvin Moore

"The Black man's survival as the future of black man, the future of the black man, is no longer a question of what was said, but a question of what is being done. The Black man is a man who has been told, 'You cannot do this.' But the Black man has said, 'I will do this.' "

Religion Should Reflect the Black Man's Truth

The publication will take two forms, one being the occasional supplement. Members of the organization will be divided into three categories: student organization, school newspaper, and student government. The supplements will be as follows: student organization, $25.00; school newspaper, $30.00

Embattled ROTC Program

Losing Strength On Campus

By Vernice Wright

"The embattled ROTC is losing strength on A & T's campus," said a survey of students and faculty assistant professor of Military Science. Richly Morris, Public Information Director, extended greetings to FAAC and pledged his support for the organization. He stated that the Alumni Association has offered to raise $5,000 this year and that all the funds raised will go to the student body should do whatever

November 5 Seth McCoy

A graduate of A&T, Seth McCoy, a Black tenor, won the Marion Anderson Scholarship award. As a soloist with the famous Metropolitan Opera Orchestra and a soloist with the nation's leading orchestras, he has become a truly great artist.

December 17 Stevie Wonder

A young, energetic singer, songwriter, and performer, Stevie Wonder is one of the most sought after artists for concerts and other performances. His style of singing and playing the piano or harmonica is unique, displaying true evidence of real soul.

February 12 Alvin Alley American Dance Theatre

Alvin Alley, a Black dancer and choreographer, has been responsible for the development and success of a dance theatre which is second to none in America. In addition to his work with the theatre, Alley has been responsible for the development and success of the famous Metropolitan Opera Orchestra.

*Note: Stevie Wonder will be sponsored jointly by the Alumni Committee and the Advisory Board of the Student Union. The performance will take place in Moore Gym.

Religion Should Reflect the Black Man's Truth

By Marvin Moore

All life should be a constant journey in search of Truth and Happiness. If these things are not the destination of your life-long journey, you should feel no obligation to give up your short commencements and redirect your views toward them. The religious patterns of the white press defines trends and publications get over on the public's possibilities. They will create an effective voice for confronting the realities of a Black world for a Black press.

In answering questions concerning the ROTC Program, Corbett stated that the program will be more attractive, Major Bowen related that Advanced cadet students will begin to receive $250 instead of $50 per month; and the most important thing is to have a program which will attract black men and women who have control over some facets of the armed forces, but unfortunately, there are very few opportunities at self-styled organizations willing to enroll their members in the Reserve Training Corps Programs. If one entry can be made for a tour of duty, why not do so with full benefits, pay-grade, and prestige given to it?

In answering questions concerning the ROTC Program, Corbett stated that the program will be more attractive, Major Bowen related that Advanced cadet students will begin to receive $250 instead of $50 per month; and the most important thing is to have a program which will attract black men and women who have control over some facets of the armed forces, but unfortunately, there are very few opportunities at self-styled organizations willing to enroll their members in the Reserve Training Corps Programs. If one entry can be made for a tour of duty, why not do so with full benefits, pay-grade, and prestige given to it?

In answering questions concerning the ROTC Program, Corbett stated that the program will be more attractive, Major Bowen related that Advanced cadet students will begin to receive $250 instead of $50 per month; and the most important thing is to have a program which will attract black men and women who have control over some facets of the armed forces, but unfortunately, there are very few opportunities at self-styled organizations willing to enroll their members in the Reserve Training Corps Programs. If one entry can be made for a tour of duty, why not do so with full benefits, pay-grade, and prestige given to it?

In answering questions concerning the ROTC Program, Corbett stated that the program will be more attractive, Major Bowen related that Advanced cadet students will begin to receive $250 instead of $50 per month; and the most important thing is to have a program which will attract black men and women who have control over some facets of the armed forces, but unfortunately, there are very few opportunities at self-styled organizations willing to enroll their members in the Reserve Training Corps Programs. If one entry can be made for a tour of duty, why not do so with full benefits, pay-grade, and prestige given to it?
The ‘Layered Look’ Sweeps Campus

By Carole Norman

On campus this fall, the most versatile style is the ‘layered look.’ This style goes from casual attire to formal, and from materials of canvas and corduroy to crepe and lace. It is worn in bold and bright colors, in various shades of red, orange, purple, and gold to the more subtle colors of butter green and chocolate brown.

The ‘layered look’ is achieved by wearing layers of maxi, midi, or mini length or pants. Tops are layered by vests, tunics, or the new shorter length jacket. The vest comes in the popular sweater style, yet longer, and looser style. It comes in a mixed number of materials which may include wool, cotton, leather, suede, and fake animal fur. The sweater vest is most popularly worn with another sweater, whether it be turtleneck, mock neck, or convertible neck. The tunic vest generally is complemented by the satin blouse, the paisley printed shirt, the ‘unstructured’ shirt, which is accentuated by billowy balloon sleeves or another sweater.

The ‘terrific pants’ hanging from materials of soft velour to shirky sports belts, scarfs.

The ‘layered look’ can be worn with a jumpsuit, and a maxi coat. A midi length coat can be worn with a jumpsuit, and a maxi coat. A mini skirt could be added. But the most popularly worn with another sweater, whether it be turtleneck, mock neck, or convertible neck.

The ‘terrific pants’ hanging from materials of soft velour to shirky sports belts, scarfs.

Less filling

More filling

This not-too-small car is big enough for you and your friends. And your luggage.

Yet, this same not-too-large car is small enough for a budget. Even a frugal one.

You have three standard engine choices. Four, Six, Or V8. Depends on how thrifty you want to be.

Novo comes one of two ways: Coupe or Sedan. From there, your Chevrolet dealer can help you put together any kind of Nova you want. But plan on more friends.

Putting you first, keeps us first.

On The Move.

An Illustrator’s version of the many ways in which the “layered look” can be worn. This current fashion fad is very popular on the university campus.
Alumni, We Salute You!

By Steve L. Mountain

THE A&T REGISTER staff extends a cordial welcome to returning Aggie alumni to the annual homecoming events of 1969. We salute you, the Alumni of A&T, for whom these annual events are held.

Although the University may not look the same way that it did two or three years ago, it is still the same A&T—the A&T of yesteryears; the A&T with all the confusion of registration. The A&T where the black community in general. Together, we should make the commitment that we will not use our "gained knowledge" to infringe upon our "less fortunate" brothers and sisters; that we will use this "gained knowledge" to get rid of the conditions that plague the brothers and sisters in the ghettos.

Getting ghetto conditions eradicated can be accomplished in several ways. Monetary support of the efforts being taken by some of the brothers and sisters towards this goal would help tremendously. Another way that we can help in this effort is to volunteer ourselves and get out in the street and help in the ghetto.

Moreover, we should not let this commitment stop after the homecoming season, but we should continuously encourage our friends to work towards this goal.

Yes, homecoming is looked upon as fun time for all Aggies (which is just fine) but what about the brothers and sisters in the ghettos?
Homecoming Time Is Here Again

By George D. Adams, Jr.

Nightly at The St. James Theatre in New York, Pearl Bailey, as Dolly Levi in "Hello, Dolly!, sings a song, "Before The Parade Passes By. She goes on to say "Before The Parade Passes By, I am gonna go and get Saturday's high life. Before The Parade Passes By, I'm gonna put some life back into my life." These words are quite appropriate to the upcoming days; it is homecoming time and most Aggies are planning to "chase Saturday's highlife." As the plans go, they can get this Saturday high life by listening and dancing to the tunes of the Delfonics. They can watch the "Parade Pass By", with all the floats and parade beauty along Market Street. They will be able to get some life back into their lives starting Thursday with the Coronation of Miss A&T. Those wanting more meaning to their lives can follow the Theme "African Awareness", by going to the Coronation on Thursday in African motif. Those who really wish to party should be sure to go to the Pre-Dawn Dance and show starring vocalist Carla Thomas.

This week then is a live wire; touch it at any day and you will be sure to get a shock out of life. There's even an African Feast planned by the Coronation Committee on Thursday. I'm losing weight for fear that I might be the main course at the meal.

The Fraternities on campus will have to be a part of the "Parade Passing By," because the only planned activity sponsored by a frat will be the Omega Psi Phi's Fall Festivators at 10:00 p.m. Friday. The festivities are to be held at the National Guard Armory, a reserved affair.

"Dancing in the street" can be found at The Holland Bowl Parking lot, sponsored by the Homecoming Committee on Tuesday; but certainly the dancing will start long before and end long thereafter at various places.

The Red Carpet Dining Room promises a fabulous breakfast in exquisite atmospheres for tired bulldogs who still have the energy to eat after shaking all night. But, have breakfast somewhere, you'll still have an active day ahead of you Saturday.

The Alumni can drop their crutches the moment they get here. There'll be no rest for the weary workers; their registration begins 9:00 a.m. Saturday. At least they can rest and maybe kick off their shoes when President dines with them in the Union later that evening.

Yearbook Staff Hopes For A Successful Year

By Cohen N. Greene

From the actions of the editor and staff of The Ayantee Year Book, they do not plan to duplicate what happened to the yearbook last year. The staff members will work towards a successful annual with the theme "That Was The Year That Was.", Under the leadership of Keith Graves, associated editor for last year, The 1970 Ayantee will have many highlights. Among them are 30 color pictures, 248 pages—almost twice the size of this year's annual, and a heavy and more durable paper. Four thousand copies of the annual will be printed at approximately $16,900. The staff has a budget of $20.00 to work with.

Unlike last year's annual, Graves plans to have the yearbook into the hands of the students by the first of May. Under the direction of faculty adviser, Othella Shores, and English instructor here, Graves says we will accomplish this goal. However, concerning last year's adviser, Mrs. C. H. Copeland, she wishes to clear the confusion concerning her resigning. She stated that it was not due to lack of communication between her and the editor, but because of the duties connected with work as supervisor of fourteen student teachers on the field doing practice teaching during the spring semester.
Beautiful Campus Queens

The lovely queens representing many of the campus are just as ready for a great day's activities as the rest of the A&T family.

These queens will be participating in the homecoming activities representing A&T:

Claudette Napier  
SENIOR ATTENDANT TO MISS A & T

Lillian Campbell  
MISS A & T

Betty Colson  
JUNIOR ATTENDANT TO MISS A & T

Pat Thompson  
SOPHOMORE ATTENDANT TO MISS A & T

Antionette Beale  
FRESHMAN ATTENDANT TO MISS A & T

Jonetia Douglas  
MISS SENIOR

Cynthia Congleton  
MISS JUNIOR

Barbara Williams  
MISS SOPHOMORE

Jeanette Simpson  
MISS FRESHMAN

Debbie Todd  
MISS MEN'S COUNCIL

Linda Wright  
MISS ANGEL FLIGHT

Charlotte Pazant  
MISS RICHARD & HARRISON PLAYERS

President's Home

GREETINGS!

I am honored to welcome members of the Maryland State College guests. A&T is one of our finest institutions. One of our mutual concern for the development of our citizens.

Because the game of football requires qualities we cherish -- fair play, courage, endurance, humility in victory and honesty in defeat -- we can see our team in support of this event.

We are especially happy to welcome our players to their Alma Mater, to the University that has given them inspiration to reach higher levels of achievement. Our administrative team has staked off for a continuous ascent in the spiral of endeavor we solicit your support.

May your visit to the University be a memorable one as you continue your several tasks to "spread this trophy..."
is Ready For Homecoming

...tions on the University...festivities...

...Aggie community.
...ating in the coronation and other...

...ating their respective organizations.

...Carolyn Prince
MISS GAMMA SIGMA SIGMA

Sheila Bowles
MISS GROOVE PHI GROOVE

Delores Young
MISS KAPPA ALPHA PSI

Patricia Hopkins
MISS OMEGA PSI PHI

Mary Hayes
MISS PHI BETA SIGMA

Eddyce Doacns
MISS SOCIETY OF LADY ENGINEERS

Vivian Sheppard
MISS CHARLESTON CLUB

Constance Wiggs
MISS CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT

Joanne Parham
MISS CHEERLEADER

Glenda Ward
MISS VETERAN

Cora McNeel
MISS BAPTIST STUDENT UNION

Maceo Smith
MISS HEALTH AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

Homecoming Message

...ers of the “Aggie” family back home, and...

...ing an old fashioned welcome to our...

...T is proud to be involved in this event...

...Our fellowship today is merely symbolic...

...development of young people into well...

...quires its players to exemplify all of the...

...we find it so easy to rally...

...event with so much enthusiasm...

...the “Aggies” who have come to...

...y presence among us is an...

...our University endeavors...

...spiral of educational supremacy. In this...

...be a complete joy and may you return...

Yours truly,
Lewis C. Dowdy
President
There are a few perplexing problems that I must get off my mind before I write this week's column. For the past week I have been constantly assailed for an article I wrote. I am sorry if I offended any group or individual; however, one cannot flower a dead garden. The purpose of an editor is twofold: to criticize and to report—the good as well as the bad. Thus, when I wrote "nice or favorable" articles why didn't people stop me in the street to talk about them or mention that my words were read, as last week's surely were. What is so is so; what is not is not, and never the twain shall meet. When I write a story, I not only gather my own (which can no doubt be biased, I'm human too), but I also consider the reactions of others and their sentiments at the time. Then I comprise the character of my story. This I consider to be the true concept of a college or any other newspaper or periodical, and I shall not and will not alter the truth as I see it or as it is because it might create ill feelings toward me. This would be a cheat, and A&T no longer needs more of them.

Secondly, some members of the former staff of the Ayantee Yearbook should be accused with gross negligence by the student body on the entire campus. No riot, no excuse at all can be made for the lack of quality that the yearbook presented itself with this month—a term later. The editorial of so important a book is a man-size job and, therefore, should not and must not fall into the hands of a boy. It is a sad state of affairs, particularly from a fine arts point of view, when pictures of the band, The Register staff, and the art exhibits, etc., were completely omitted, without reasonable account. However, the "Summer Staff" must be lauded for gathering what scraps they had to complete the book such as it was—a job begun last February. One angry student, formatively characterized the situation: "This yearbook is an example of corruption by some students who use their job as prestige centers over others."

The Richard B. Harrison Players are rehearsing the first of this year's dramatic presentations entitled "Tell Pharaoh." This play is in keeping with this year's theme "Black Awareness via The Arts." It only casts four people, Pharaoh. This play is in keeping with this year's theme "Black Awareness via The Arts." It only casts four people, however, and needs little set design or staging. It promises to be a timely presentation, for its action centers around a Harlem family, relating their plights in the white world.

The purpose of an editor is twofold: to criticize and to report—what is so is so, what is not is not, and never the twain shall meet. When I write a story, I not only gather my own (which can no doubt be biased, I'm human too), but I also consider the reactions of others and their sentiments at the time. Then I comprise the character of my story. This I consider to be the true concept of a college or any other newspaper or periodical, and I shall not and will not alter the truth as I see it or as it is because it might create ill feelings toward me. This would be a cheat, and A&T no longer needs more of them.

Final Rites Are Held For Staff Member

A funeral service for Dr. Charles U. DeBerry, professor of education at A & T State University, was held Tuesday in Bethel A. M. E. Church here by the Rev. L. S. Penn.

Burial was in Piedmont Cemetery with Smith Funeral Home in charge of arrangements.

Dr. DeBerry, 59, died Saturday at L. Richardson Hospital following a brief illness.

Before entering the teaching profession, Dr. DeBerry was a star athlete at A & T where he participated in various sports, including football, baseball, basketball and track.

Later, during two seasons from 1944 to 1946, he was head football coach of the A & T Aggies.

Survivors are his widow, Mrs. Nellie Hunter DeBerry; one son, Charles DeBerry, Jr.; and one sister, Mrs. Beatrice Fryer of Jersey City, N. J.

LIBERAL ARTS MAJORS:

Each year, NSA offers challenging career opportunities to Liberal Arts majors through participation in the Professional Qualification Test. This year, NSA has scheduled the PQT for Saturday, December 6, 1969. Completion of this Test by the Liberal Arts major is a prerequisite to consideration for NSA employment.

The Career Scene at NSA: The National Security Agency is the U.S. Government agency responsible for developing invulnerable communications systems to transmit and receive vital information. As an NSA professional, you will be trained to work in programs of national importance in such areas as:

Cryptography—developing & logical proving of new cryptologic concepts
Research—the gathering, analysis, and reporting of substantive data
Language—used as a basic tool of research into a number of analytical fields
Programming—includes data systems program writing, and development of mechanical and administrative procedures
Documentation—technical writing in its broadest sense, including research, writing, editing, illustrating, layout and reproduction

Your specific academic major is of secondary importance. Of far greater importance are your ingenuity, intellectual curiosity and perseverance—plus a desire to apply them in assignments where "imagination is the essential qualification."

SALARIES start at $7,629.00 and are supplemented by the benefits of career federal employment.

ADVANCEMENT AND CAREER DEVELOPMENT—NSA promotes from within, and salary increases as you assume greater responsibility and assignments to stimulate your professional and intellectual growth in many ways, including intensive formal as well as on-the-job training. Advance study at any of seven area universities can be partially or wholly reimbursed through NSA Fellowships and other assistance programs.

The deadline for PQT applications is November 21 (for the December 6 test). Pick up your application form at your Placement Office. It contains full details and the necessary test registration form.

For more information, contact the NSA College Relations Branch, National Security Agency, Ft. George G. Meade, Maryland 20755. An equal opportunity employer, NSA.
Student Paper Shut Down By College Prexy

San Francisco State President S. I. Hayakawa has locked the offices of the San Francisco Daily Gater, student newspaper, "to protect furniture and equipment pending assumption of the office by the new student government." Hayakawa has a longstanding feud with the Gater, which is officially suspended from publication by the university. The Gater will be able to publish on a daily basis this fall from advertising and personal contributions.

The Gater viciously attacked Hayakawa in its first issue claiming, in one headline, "Hayakawa Acrees [sic] to students cash office." Editorial Greg DeGiere was not extremely upset with the action, but claimed, "We have a right to use the building." DeGiere said the staff will find a base somewhere near the campus. Hayakawa has attempted to purchase the Gater in the courts, but action has become bogged down in such technical questions as whether the paper can use the name "Gater" legally. The "new student government" Hayakawa referred to is the result of a Circuit Court decision that student government elections endorsed and restricted by Hayakawa are legal. The president had forbidden certain candidates to run in recent elections, and the present government if favorable to him, The Daily Gater is not.

ROTC Studies Are Subject To Loss Of Funds

The Pentagon is feeling pressure to cancel defense education funds at schools where ROTC is discredited, according to Rep. R. Edward Hebert (D-La.), chairman of the House Armed Services subcommittee which has made a study of campus friction over military training and recruiting. Hebert, releasing a report of his committee, said most campus criticism of ROTC was "without merit." The committee rejected criticisms that drill and the wearing of uniforms, uniform administration, that directors of ROTC program should automatically get the title of professor, and that a student whose education has been disrupted should not automatically get the title of professor, and that a student whose education has been disrupted should not be subject to immediate induction if he drops ROTC.

The committee agreed with one criticism, that academic rather than military factors should be used to teach academic ROTC subjects. The committee also said it was time to try to maintain ROTC at City League schools here pressure to keep it great, the committee also said.

Men's Dorm Offers Student Best Facilities

By Mark Campbell

Senior Hall is one of the real treasures of academic life on the A & T campus. Each room is a private two-room suite complete with washroom and shower. Since two men are housed in each room, there are eight men in a suite. The rooms in the dormitory, although small, are spacious, with showers and toilets. Each suite has a common wash basin, which is very convenient.

MECHANICAL ENGINEERING—Engineering or mechanical maintenance departments of steel plants, fabricating works, milling operations, and shipyards. Supervision of production departments. Marine engineering assignments in Shipbuilding Department. Also: Sales or Research.

MINING ENGINEERING—Our Mining Department operates coal and iron ore mining operations and limestone quarries, many of which are among the most modern and efficient in the industry. The 10,000-man activity offers unlimited opportunities to mining engineers. Also: Research.

NAVAL ARCHITECTS AND MARINE ENGINEERS—Graduates are urged to inquire about opportunities in our Shipbuilding Department, including the Central Technical Division, our design and engineering organization and our 3,000-man Accounting Department. Also: Research.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING—Steele plant, fabricating works, mining operations, and shipyard electrical engineering, construction, and maintenance departments. Technical and supervisory positions in large production operations involving sophisticated electrical and electronic equipment. Also: Research or Sales.

OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES—Every year we recruit lookers with technical degrees other than those listed above. Seniors enrolled in such curricula are encouraged to sign up for an interview.

PERMANENT EMPLOYERS—Graduates in accounting or business administration are invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department. Accountants are required for training for supervisory assignments in our 3,000-man Accounting Department.

OTHER TECHNICAL DEGREES—Graduates with degrees in liberal arts, business, and the humanities are invited to discuss opportunities in the Sales Department. Some non-technical graduates may be chosen to fill openings in steel plant operations and other departments.
Aggies Win Over Norfolk Spartans in CIAA Clash

By Paul L. Jones

After a shaky first quarter, the Aggies' offense came to life in the third quarter to edge the Spartans, 20-14, Saturday afternoon, October 16, 1969, in their first CIAA conference win of the season.

In the third quarter, both teams were seeking their first win of the season. With the determination of a Spartan who had nothing to lose, Norfolk's eleven received the opening kickoff, but the Aggies' intentions of an upset and a winning on their minds. In their previous meeting, the injury-saddled Aggies of mentor Horace Luten were held by the early passing game of Norfolk before the Aggies outscored the Spartans to a mere 94 yards total in the second half.

Kicking specialist Robert Watson took over for A&T with a short eight-yard pass. Then with 10:26 left in the half, Watson completed a 62-yard pass to flanker Ray Jarvis. Jarvis gained 17 yards on the play, putting the game in striking distance for the Aggies. QB Fulland completed an 11-yard pass to flanker Daryle Cherry, putting the Aggies ahead, 7-0, for the first time of the game. QB Isaac Hornsby Howell were beseiged by Norfolk's defense, and due to low kickerPTH, the Aggies fell behind, 7-0. NorFolk

Following a short loss by HB Lorenzo Pearson gained seven yards on the ensuing play with A's A&T defensive line pushed him back to the half. Lorenzo Pearson gained seven yards on the ensuing play with the PAT. A short kickoff yielded a near break away for Daryl Cherry as he got A & T to the 32-yard line. Junior halfback, Lorenzo Pearson Dublin Cherry shot the second half kickoff for A & T and the Aggies were held out of the 32-yard line. On their first series of downs, this team had to give up the ball as two consecutive passes were dropped. A "fire up," A & T defensive line pushed Norfolk back to the wall on the next series and again the Aggies took over. Charles Middleton then came in at quarterback and added that spark that was so vital against South Carolina State. But Norfolk took over for daylight on several plays while Norfolk led through the half, 0-7. The Aggies' first lead was established as one of the best receivers ever to play for the Aggies, Willie Wright with a six-yard strike. Wright's Speed Burst: With A&T holding a one TD lead, NS HB Pettus Farrar and All-CIAA end Leon Jarvis added some anxious moments to the game but the defensive secondary of Bert Code, William "Hawk" Juxon, Martin Juxon, and Craig Westmoreland held the Spartans in tact for the remainder of the contest. Ron Blackman, William Widener, Lester Moore, and William Williams were all instruments in the win with their defense. Despite some questionable intentions of an upset and a winning on their minds. In their previous meeting, the injury-saddled Aggies of mentor Horace Luten were held by the early passing game of Norfolk before the Aggies outscored the Spartans to a mere 94 yards total in the second half. Following a short loss by HB Lorenzo Pearson gained seven yards on the ensuing play with A T and the PAT by Guy was deflected and blocked, the Aggies led, 14-7. Next weekend, the Aggies' victory on the road.}

Aggie player catches a pass from quarterback Stan Jacobs in last Saturday's CIAA game against the Spartan of Norfolk State College. The Aggies returned home with a 20-14 victory margin.

Wright's Speed Burst: Trouble For Opponents

As a freshman football player at A & T last season, Willie Wright was accused of two things. He said that he was slow and tense during games.

Last Saturday, as if by design, Wright decided to explode both of those stereotypes. He established himself as one of the best receivers ever to play for the Aggies. Wright attributes his new-found speed to the running he did during the track season and over the summer.

"I guess it was in my head," said Wright, who exhibited plenty of speed and pace while stretching six passes for long yardage during games.

The levy 6-4 end from Greenwood, S. C. started the ball game with a startling speed burst, good for 63 yards. He followed this with gains of 44 and 21 yards and then flattened 77 yards for the Aggies' first touchdown. Wright caught two shorter passes for his personal mark set last season.

Wright attributes his new-found speed to the running he did during the track season and over the summer. "All I did was wind up on a strenuous track season," and over the summer I ran just about everywhere I went."

The senior footbaU player returned to homecoming game on Saturday, October 16, 1969, at NC A&T Stadium in Greensboro, N.C., and mejorar to State University. What do you think? How can we improve this content? Let me know your thoughts! 

"The Aggie spirit is overwhelming, but there are many that do not understand the Aggie spirit. They have never experienced the Aggie spirit themselves. A majority of the students aren't familiar enough with the Aggie spirit to feel comfortable while trying to help the cheerleaders sing," he said.

Wright added, "There must be more responsive crowds and for two things. It was kept clear of people. I have been a cheerleader for four years and I've really enjoyed myself considerably. It really is rewarding and exciting, trying to cheer on the Aggies."

Wright's biggest booster at A & T is quarterback Stan Jacobs, the other half of the occasionally passing duo. It was Wright's role that accounted for most of Jacobs' record-setting 363 yards in the game.

"When you look at a football player such as Wright, it's easy to see why we love him. We love the way he gets excited for the game because he knows you get excited for him," Jacobs said.
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Wright's biggest booster at A & T is quarterback Stan Jacobs, the other half of the occasionally passing duo, It was Wright's role that accounted for most of Jacobs' record-setting 363 yards in the game.

"When you look at a football player such as Wright, it's easy to see why we love him. We love the way he gets excited for the game because he knows you get excited for him," Jacobs said.
Women's Council President Tells Of Her Love For This Institution

By Mildred Moore

An extremely modest young lady who exudes the belief that every young woman who is an "Aggie" should exemplify the qualities of a "queen" is the President of the Women's Council for this school year. Miss Mary King, a Northerner from Detroit, Michigan who has made her home in the South here at A & T for the last three years.

As a Senior Nursing student, she has had many frustrations, as well as rewarding, experiences working with people. This past summer at Cherry Hospital in Goldsboro, she was confronted with patients who were mentally unbalanced. When questioned about this experience, her reactions were, "I was afraid at first, but after one of my patients said, 'What are you afraid of? I am not going to bite you,' I relaxed a little. I talked to people with all types of problems. Many problems began in the childhood period. Some were caused by the use of drugs and alcohol."

From those one-to-one, patient to nurse sessions, Mary told of a patient who exhibited no abnormal conduct. Mary expressed some degree of shock after being told by the patient that he was God and that he was there to save those people in the hospital. Mary talked about another patient, a student from a leading University located in Greensville, who could not accept Negroes in an integrated situation.

Concerning the South, A & T and of course the Women's Council, Mary made the following statements, "I like the South. My parents suggested that I come here in order to become acquainted with another area of our country. I found that my preimage of life here was not factual. Here each person knows where he stands. There are not so many undertones-like at home. This is my second home. I love A & T. I hate to hear students criticize it. A & T belongs to the students. They should treat it as their home. Students should be more concerned with the future of A & T. Schools like this will keep "Black Achievement" in the "public eye." We must work together to bring about meaningful change.

The objectives of the Women's Council this year are as follows: (1) to become more involved in the Black Community (2) to become more aware of what's going on on campus concerning women students.

Mary is a member of Zeta Beta Sorority, the Baptist Student Union, where she held the position of Vice-President last year, and the Sunday School, where she held the position of secretary and conducted a class last school term.

In reference to the future, Mary expressed a desire to become a Psychiatric Nurse.

Cadet Tells Of Reasons For His ROTC Enrollment

By Mark Campbell

Robert White is a freshman biology major from Kings Mountain. A result in ROTC changes on campus in the past few years, White had the choice of taking Army R.O.T.C., Air Force R.O.T.C., or no R.O.T.C. at all. He chose to enroll in Army R.O.T.C. These were his comments concerning his decision: "I decided to take some form of ROTC because every male will have to serve his country in some military capacity during his life. Since this is the case, I decided to enroll in one of the ROTC branches because it is better to serve as an officer than as an enlisted man."

Having considered why he chose to enroll in R.O.T.C., as opposed to not enrolling in it, the question arose as to why he chose the Army instead of the Air Force. White's comment concerning this was, "Well, to me the Air Force really has less excitement and the Army means action. The Air Force just does not have the challenge of experience that the Army does."

White continued in his commentary on the Army, "It makes more of a man out of a guy than the Air Force because you have more exercises and physical exertion required of you. White ended his commentary by saying, "If you stick it out for two years you have the rewards of pride, rank, and pay, all of which in my opinion make it worthwhile.

...and a good part of the universe as well.

It's only one of the imaginative ways you can use your talent at Norden. Because here, we see things a bit differently. Technologically. Creatively. And in business.

One example is the Contact Analog—see above. Displaying altitude, air speed, attitude, velocity vector, and other flight information into easily-assimilated pictorial form. With virtually limitless applications to air/spacecraft, on land, or under sea.

Interesting? We think so. But what it says about Norden may interest you more.

Technologically, Contact Analog represents a sophisticated utilization of analog and digital techniques, illustrating the kind of interdisciplinary activity that's made our team problem-solving approach so successful. Creatively, it demonstrates the fact that new ideas—even radical ones—don't just appear in the head of the average techie. And from a business standpoint, it indicates the fact that Norden's success is based upon innovation. Innovation in areas like pilot displays, airborne radar systems, ground support equipment, coded devices and computer technology.

If you're interested in looking beyond technical horizons, why not look into Norden, located in Fairfield County, Connecticut, just 41 miles from the heart of New York City...we offer a corporate-financed Graduate Education Program...and we have openings in Research, Development and Manufacturing. 1970 graduate EE's and ME's are invited to contact their Placement Directors to arrange on-campus interviews. Or forward resumes to: Mr. J. E. Fitzgerald, Helen St., Norwalk, Conn. 06852. An Equal Opportunity Employer (m/f).
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Here's what your first year or two at IBM could be like.

You'll become involved fast. You'll find we delegate responsibility—to the limit of your ability.

At IBM, you'll work individually or on a small team. And be encouraged to contribute your own ideas. You'll advance just as fast and far as your talents can take you.

Here's what three recent graduates are doing.

Soon after his intensive training course, IBM marketing representative Preston Love, B.S. '66, started helping key Iowa commissioners solve problems. Like how to introduce school kids to computers, without installing one. His answer—share one in Chicago by phone cable.

Soon after his IBM programmer training, John Klayman, B.S. Math '68, began writing programs used by a computer system to schedule every event in the Apollo tracking stations. And when the finished programs were turned over to NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, he was responsible for making them work.

Within three months after her IBM programmer training, Mardi Joyner, B.S. Math '68, found a way to streamline a key part of our Management Information System—a computer complex designed to give decision-makers constantly updated data.

Visit your placement office and sign up for an interview with IBM.
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IBM